Boccie and Saladalley will close

By JORDANA ROSS
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

Boccie and the other two popular campus restaurants located in The Warehouse at 36th and Locust, still suffer after the campus finals for Chapter 15 // Reading on Monday.

"I did everything I could for as long as I could to avoid taking this step, but I ran out of alternatives," Boccie's assistant owner, Mike Cullina said.

Cullina said the two co-owned restaurants had been struggling, carrying debts from unsuccessful extensions, and at Penn, according to Cullina.

"I was unaffiliated with the University. It will be determined by the landlord, says the worker. This is a blow to everyone, it was a shock to everyone," Burger said despondently.

Cullina said the two co-owned restaurants are slated to close in the next two weeks.

"There was talk about closing, but as a shock to everyone," Burger said despondently.
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Case vs. Ward

By PETER MORRISON
Daily Pennsylvanian Staff Writer

In the last two years, there has been a growing problem in the campus, both in downtown Philadelphia and Philadelphia neighborhood. Cullina said that 'we are going to close in the next two weeks.'

"I don't think it was going to happen so soon," breast cancer patient said. "It part of the domestic violence."

"I was unaffiliated with the University. It will be determined by the landlord," says the worker. This is a blow to everyone, it was a shock to everyone," Burger said despondently. The University's Religious Studies Department has been put into question by the announcement.

McMahon was posing as a minor - supposedly trooper posing as a minor - did not wear specific clothing. Officials in the Montgomery County's Detectives office specifically asked McMahon for sex with the comment. McMahon was wearing. McMahon was posing as a minor - supposedly trooper posing as a minor - did not wear specific clothing. Officials in the Montgomery County's Detectives office specifically asked McMahon for sex with the comment.

Fagin to delay harassment code decision

Will wait at least two weeks

By CARA TANAMACHI
Interim President Claire Fagin will take at least two more weeks to decide whether or not to suspend Part II of the University's sexual harassment policy.

Fagin, who had planned to announce her decision this week said, "I don't think it's going to happen so soon." Burger said. "It part of the domestic violence."

"I was unaffiliated with the University. It will be determined by the landlord," says the worker. This is a blow to everyone, it was a shock to everyone," Burger said despondently. The University's Religious Studies Department has been put into question by the announcement.

McMahon was posing as a minor - supposedly trooper posing as a minor - did not wear specific clothing. Officials in the Montgomery County's Detectives office specifically asked McMahon for sex with the comment. McMahon was wearing. McMahon was posing as a minor - supposedly trooper posing as a minor - did not wear specific clothing. Officials in the Montgomery County's Detectives office specifically asked McMahon for sex with the comment.
**In Brief**

People recognized that I had courage, which where I grew up in West Philadelphia was called guts.

- **Lynn Lynch**

District attorney

---

**Incumbents roll in local elections**

Kidd said while everyone has been billed for an average of seven instances, some students still have 19.

"Some schools have been more forthcoming with their data," Kidd said. "Other business will focus on a possible restructuring of the governing board."

Kidd stressed that the change was driven by GAPSA, which is operated by GAPSA.

A majority of GAPSA and professional representatives, including Kidd, are faculty at the Smith-Franklin House of Ross Hall.

- **Stephen Naidus**

---

**- Part-Time Work Launching Apple's Newton's "MessagePad"**

If you're a student who's interested in computer technology and good people, this job is for you! Apple Computer needs students to demonstrate the Newton MessagePad in real stores during November and December. Qualified students will be invited to join us in a full-day training event this coming weekend. While you don't have to be a computer science major, you will need to:

- Be an upperclass student or graduate student
- Work: 14-20 hours per week during evenings and weekends through December 24
- Have a car and be available for commuter locations
- Be comfortable with people and computers

You'll earn an excellent student salary plus a bonus at the end of the program. You'll also receive discounts toward buying your own Newton MessagePad, and there's potential for additional part-time work next year. During this campaign you will be representing Apple Computer and the Newton MessagePad; however, you will contract with American Passage, so please call American Passage at (800) 887-2142, ext. 824 by this Thursday, November 4th to see if you qualify.

---

**Plan Now for Thanksgiving/Christmas**

**Student Fares**

CHICAGO...$59

LONDON...$187

ATLANTA...$59

CALIFORNIA/FLORIDA...$59

BOSTON/MAINE...$59

SEATS ARE FILLING CALL NOW!

3606 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, PA 19104
382-0343

---

**CRIME REPORTS**

**November 1, 1993**

O'Brien — 1 student was mugged and robbed near 34th and Locust streets at about 1:55 a.m. on November 1st. A University student was mugged and robbed near 34th and Locust streets. The incident occurred at approximately 1:55 a.m.

- **Stephen Sanford**

---

**Correction and Clarifications**

If you have a comment or question about this article, please call 837-2020 or write to The Daily Pennsylvanian. We want to hear from you.
Man-eating tigers, prenatal health care in Alaska and heavy metal music are just a few of the research endeavors undertaken by the select and cerebral few who make up the University Scholars.

With stipends up to $2,100 allotted for living and research expenses, and the support of a faculty member, University Scholars have rare, and perhaps unheard of, opportunities for undergraduate research. Despite the environs of many University Scholars projects, the undergraduate researchers claim they generally request the funding just to satisfy a burning intellectual curiosity.

Self-declared "metalhead" Ingraham received funding to buy CDs "appropriate for study and to attend heavy metal concerts." Ingraham, a junior at the University of Pennsylvania, said he was able to work on a level of research normally reserved for graduate students.

Pregnancy care in isolated rural areas.

"The tiger is a very shy creature," he explained. "A heavy metal group which advocated "hearing does large corpora-"" would contradict itself after it was founded. "And it's not that we need to hear, but to experience heavy metal music for ourselves." Ingraham explained.

Although Ingraham felt that his project was "good for a fresh-"man, or even a sophomore, "it was not expected that it would be published." In the future, Ingraham plans on submitting the University Scholars' report, which he considers to be "one of the best moments on campus," to "study of the sex drive of menopausal women."

"Nobody cares enough in the whole about the effects of heavy metal music in the papers somehow," he stated.

"People think that there are bigger problems than taking care of tigers." Ingraham received funding to buy CDs "appropriate for study and to attend heavy metal concerts." Ingraham, an Engineering and Wharton sophomore.

College seniors Gary Selden and Jeff Ludlow, both of the University Scholars program, said their motivation to "rural civilization for a research project was the University." Selden was primarily interested in the "studies of Arthurian literature at Oxford Uni-

"Nobody cares enough in the whole about the effects of heavy metal music in the papers somehow," he stated.

"People think that there are bigger problems than taking care of tigers." Ingraham received funding to buy CDs "appropriate for study and to attend heavy metal concerts." Ingraham, an Engineering and Wharton sophomore.

College seniors Gary Selden and Jeff Ludlow, both of the University Scholars program, said their motivation to "rural civilization for a research project was the University." Selden was primarily interested in the "studies of Arthurian literature at Oxford Uni-

"Nobody cares enough in the whole about the effects of heavy metal music in the papers somehow," he stated.
Members are named to ROTC committee

The Daily Pennsylvania

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

By DANI ROUND

The Dally Pennsylvania Staff Writer

William Pantaleo Martin, Visiting Assistant Professor of History, has been appointed to Committee for Veronica's "don't ask, don't tell" policy in the wake of the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

If the news breaks, "We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

ANN MATHER

Religious Studies Chairman

"We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

Wiggies show filled with laughs

The show is intended for a wide audience and holds promise of laughter and fun for the University community and visitors alike.

"We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

Small College Academic Night

The University is moving away from traditions of past times that have been phased out over the years. Barbara DeConcini, executive director of the Trilateral Commission and Alumnae of Religion, the major endowed society in the University, has been involved in the planning of some of the University's events.

"We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

Case against professor suffers a setback

"We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

"We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.

The committee will review Clinton's "don't ask, don't tell" policy and determine if it can be reconciled with the University's anti-discrimination policy. Its conclusions may determine ROTC's fate.

Bobbie

BOBBOE from the restaurant said that they would be serving their famous "Pennsylvania" beer and that the video clips helped them to attract customers.

"We're not the biggest, we're not the most rich, but our fame is one of our proudest," said a University spokesman.
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and GABRIELE MARCOTTI conducting a petition drive and letter-group that wants to retain Section n Pennsylvania Daily By JORDANA HORN Harassment Petition votes no to suspension collect signatures at least through founder Rashad Ibrahim said, adding signatures, Human Rights League pend the so-called "speech code." Racial Harassment Policy. Ibrahim said the gin to retain the whole Racial Harassment Petition and a form letter asking Fa- the weekend. the letter reads. members of the University community to sign both a The group wants members of the University community to sign both a petition and letters will be presented to the University, since it merely answer questions and asking for the weekend. "I would sign it." "I think we've reached a point where we've heard about everything in the Office of International Programs, 133 Bennett Hall; tel. 898-9073 or Elizabeth Bennett in the Wharton Undergraduate Division, 1100 SH-DH; tel. 898-1151
Letters to the Editor

To the Editor:

The weekend, like many other loyal Quaks, went down to the Quaker to get season tickets for next year. I was in line for almost 12 hours, 12:30am along with recent arrivals to the scene. I was willing to spend lots of money. I was willing to stand in line all day if I was willing to make the trip up to Penn without purchasing tickets. I don’t know what was wrong with the system for getting tickets in the past but the new system is in the mission.

Last year, I got great seats and didn’t have to meet the pick in the process. Things were going down your year so was your college. I was able to meet my section which was exactly what I did. Despite the fact that Penn has four lines for three there is left to space my body anywhere. I finally went back to get tickets at 12:30am along with recent arrivals to the Quaker. We had just separated from bad tickets at least an hour before I did. I only say that I was every good with the Quaker and the people who were going to be left but I think I have to do what I have to do. I hope all the people who were waiting in the Quaker and workers were doing a fantastic job. I think I have to do what I have to do.

To the Editor:

I am amazed at your lack of sensitivity regarding the young woman that was attacked on Spruce Street, there were three officers after another debacle that was Friday night. They will find a gold mine there.

If the Trustees are searching for medicine, then let me suggest they look at the Office of the Dean. They will find a gold mine there.
Goldklang is anchor of young W. Soccer

KLANGER born RAGE PAGE.

"It was one of her best games," he said. "She did really well. After the game, a woman with her foot on the goalie walked up to us. They wanted to see

the goalie's hand and asked Deb

for her autograph. It was totally un-

expected. I was really happy to

walked up to us. They wanted to meet

KLANGER from BACK PAGE

in the world." she added. "It was my first autograph," she

said. "I'm pleased with the steps we've taken, but I'm not go-
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\textbf{Penn's Way} is my way...

...Because of the unique and rich

feeling I experience when I contribute

what can I help relieve the suffering of others.

Fran Kellenbenz,

Division of Human Resources

I have worked on the Penn's Way campaign for five years. I am honored to work with those who are so dedicated to relieving the pain all see around us—they are inspir-

ing in their efforts to help others.

My efforts as a volunteer are an additional way for me to contribute, since I can afford

a limited financial contribution. My

energy as well as my financial support is of

real value to those in need.

I volunteer my efforts and give what I can to

experience when I contribute what I can to

help relieve the suffering of others.

Patricia Cooper,
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U.S. may boost Japan's defense with missiles

TOKYO — In a bid to broaden technological ties with America's key ally, Defense Secretary Les Aspin yesterday offered to help Japan build a missile defense system in exchange for access to more of Japan's advanced commercial technologies.

Japan's interest in missile defense stems mainly from North Korea's development of ballistic missiles capable of reaching Japanese soil and its alleged interest in developing nuclear weapons, which theoretically could be delivered by missile.

Aspin discussed the issues during a 90-minute meeting today with his Japanese counterpart, Kenki Nakanishi, said that blood tests at Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, where the 23-year-old actor was pronounced dead, ruled out an overdose and other medical causes of death.

The military backed out a deal that would have allowed exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to return, and will be forced to return this issue to the U.N., a U.S. official told reporters afterward.

The United Nations insists the accord is applicable, and the military stressed to the Japanese officials that the accord was not limited to North Korea and that it would impose strict conditions on missile deployments.

Japan's interest in missile defense stems mainly from North Korea's development of ballistic missiles capable of reaching Japanese soil and its alleged interest in developing nuclear weapons, which theoretically could be delivered by missile.

Aspin discussed the issues during a 90-minute meeting today with his Japanese counterpart, Kenki Nakanishi, and will be forced to return this issue to the U.N. for quick action to stop them from ruling by decree. He also said the Brady bill was put on hold for a day by White House lawyers who wanted to delay its certification.

Aspin also said that Japan's interest in missile defense stems mainly from North Korea's development of ballistic missiles capable of reaching Japanese soil and its alleged interest in developing nuclear weapons, which theoretically could be delivered by missile.

The military backed out a deal that would have allowed exiled President Jean-Bertrand Aristide to return, and will be forced to return this issue to the U.N. for quick action to stop them from ruling by decree. He also said the Brady bill was put on hold for a day by White House lawyers who wanted to delay its certification.
The Double RL Truck Shop on its first American college road trip will make its next stop at Penn. Climb on board our 18-wheeler shop stocked with plaid flannel shirts and broken-in jeans to experience the atmosphere and rugged character of Double RL by Ralph Lauren.

The Double RL Truck Shop at the University of Pennsylvania
Wednesday, November 3rd & Thursday, November 4th
10am to 5pm
Superblock

- Be among the first 50 truck shoppers and wear home (our gift) the exclusive Double RL Road Trip T-shirt.
- Or just stop by and put your name in the bin for a chance to win a Double RL Road Trip T-shirt, (winner every half hour).
- A great weathered Double RL Plaid Lined Jean Jacket will be raffled off at the end of the day!

This event is in association with SPEE Special Events.
Tokyo. He was Professor of Electronic electrical engineering from the University of Japan Academy Prize, the IEEE Award in International Communication, and Center for Scientific and Technological Policy of Dr. Hiroshi Inose, received his doctorate in Academy of Sciences, the national Academy of Engineering, and the concerned mainly with digital number of awards including the Second Marconi International Fellowship, the IEEE Award in International Communication, and the Order of Culture. Dr. Inose is a Foreign Associate of the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the American Philosophical Society.

11:00 The Harold Pender Lecture: Japan's Contributions through Science & Technology
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose, Director General, National Center for Science Information Systems, Tokyo
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose, Director General, National Center for Science Information Systems, Tokyo
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose, Director General, National Center for Science Information Systems, Tokyo
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose, Director General, National Center for Science Information Systems, Tokyo
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose, Director General, National Center for Science Information Systems, Tokyo

3:00-4:00 Panel Discussion: Rights & Responsibilities in the Digital World
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose, Professor, Sr. Staff Counsel, Electronic Frontier Foundation, Washington
- Dr. Paul Mosher, Vice Provost & Director of Libraries, University of Pennsylvania
- Dr. David Farber, Professor of Computer and Information Science, and Director, Center for Communications and Information Science and Policy, University of Pennsylvania
- Dr. David Farber, Professor of Computer and Information Science, and Director, Center for Communications and Information Science and Policy, University of Pennsylvania

4:00-5:00 Reception
- Dr. Hiroshi Inose
- Dr. Priscilla Jane Huston, Program Director, NSFNET, Washington
- Dr. Jonathan Smith, Assistant Professor of Computer and Information Science, University of Pennsylvania
- Dr. David Farber (Moderator)

5:00 Reception
*

 ראש המועצהheet University Community . . .

. . . to the following activities scheduled in celebration of the Harold Pender Award* on Friday, 5 November 1993 (Auditorium Hall of the Towne Building, 220 South 33rd Street) . . .

The recipient of the Harold Pender Award, Dr. Hiroshi Inose, received his doctorate in electrical engineering from the University of Tokyo. He was Professor of Electronic Engineering of his alma mater and served as Dean of the Faculty of Engineering and Director of the Computer Center. Since 1987, he has been the Director General of the National Center for Scientific and Technological Policy of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development. For his works which have been concerned mainly with digital communications technology and road traffic control, Dr. Inose received a number of awards including the Second Marconi International Fellowship, the Japan Academy Prize, the IEEE Award in International Communication, and the Order of Culture. Dr. Inose is a Foreign Associate of the U.S. National Academies of Sciences, the National Academy of Engineering, and the American Philosophical Society.

**SUCCESS from BACK PAGE **

A recent policy issue that has been a source of debate is the lack of immigration reform. More than half of the immigration task force are opposed to the current immigration policy. The task force consists of senior congressmen and women from both parties. The task force is chaired by Representative John Forbes, a Democrat from Massachusetts.

The task force met last week to discuss the future of immigration reform. The task force is comprised of members from both parties, including Republicans and Democrats. The task force has been working on a comprehensive immigration reform bill since last year.

The task force is currently considering a bill that would provide a pathway to citizenship for unauthorized immigrants who have been in the United States for a certain amount of time. The task force is also considering a bill that would increase border security and enforcement.

The task force is working to find a compromise that can be passed by both the House and Senate. However, there have been significant differences of opinion between the two parties.

**HELP THEM SEE TOMORROW...**

Give Blood Today. American Red Cross

Call 1-800-26 BLOOD.

Blood Services, Penn-Jersey Region

READ THE DAILY PENNSYLVANIAN

Why Choose A Career With Deloitte & Touche? SYSTEMS ANALYST:

- You will join a team composed of exceptional colleagues who will call on you to give your best—and who will respond in kind.
- You will receive responsibility early—your advancement will be based on your ability, not on your length of service.
- You will focus on business-oriented technology consulting—not programming.
- You will gain exposure to a variety of industries, business functions, and technologies—and you will ultimately build on this experience to become a specialist.
- You will determine your own future through self-directed professional development—and you will work in an environment that encourages maximum individual development.
- You will receive excellent in-house education courses which cover general consulting skills, techniques, specific technologies and 4FRONT, the Deloitte & Touche systems development life cycle methodology.
- You will work very hard—and you will have fun.

We are looking for the best, and only the best—and we hope that’s what you’re looking for too.

Come hear more about the Systems Analyst position.

November 4, 1993
Room B-6 Vance Hall
7:00 PM
Reception follows.

Young O-line provides valuable protection

However Priore has also designed the offense so that his linemen would have time to grow comfortable with their roles.

"I think being able to throw the ball took a little pressure off earlier in the year," Priore said. "It is easy to pass block for a young player because the assignments are a lot easier, so that helped them grow.”

"I have the ability to be as suc- cessful," Priore added. "The ques- tion was are they going to work hard, are they going to mentally pick up the game? I think that being able to work hard will take the ball off them in a lot of pressure off them from a mind- point of having to run, run, run, and knock people off the line. That's it. Let them grow into their positions instead of getting backed up and taking some hits.”

"But going into this Homecoming weekend's clash against undefeated Princeton, the linemen are prepared to put a little more weight on their shoulders as they feel if will be neces- sary for Penn to be able to run the game in order to defeat the Tigers. "You know we are definitely going to have to run the ball," Caccuro said. "Princeton is going to be the best front seven that we have faced in far this year. It's going to be a great challenge for the O-line. We're going to have to work hard to block those guys."
We had a general idea of their options on the corners. We were ready for anything, but for the most part we knew what to expect.

Suzy Pures (goalie)

"They had a lot of corners but as soon as we saw that they were doing, we were able to pull them off. Because they would do the low ball near the sideline and instead of having them take a corner, the next day on the post, she would stop." Kauffman said. "We started that, so they started doing the direct shot. That's just a matter of getting out there and trying to stop that." 
Parks led Kauffman. The Quakers, for getting out and breaking up the Tiger corners.

"They were quick on their feet, and they have a nice passing game," Parks said. "They really play like a team - their skills are that good."

It was the Penn corner defenders - Kaufman, Parks, and Hecht - who earned the admiration of Princeton coach Beth Brunson.

"If they have extreme good speeding corners, they have extremely good pacing corners," Cloud said. "They really play like a team - their skills are that good."

But it was the Penn corner defenders - Kaufman, Parks, and Hecht - who earned the admiration of Princeton coach Beth Brunson.

"They have extremely good corners," Parks said. "It was a perfect placement. They had a general idea of their options on the corners. We were ready for anything, but for the most part we knew what to expect,"

The Quakers scored their seventh goal of the year on a beautiful corner move. The ball hit the post and rebounded off the back of the net. The Quakers then scored their eighth goal of the season, but despite Mack's two goals on the corner, the Quakers did not get to it together on the field.

"Stopping them down was definitely one of our goals," Parks said. "There's plenty of people on their team who can be shot down, but the key is to anticipate their high corners."

Office of International Programs
PENN ABBROAD FOR SPRING 1994
APPLICATION DEADLINES EXTENDED TO NOVEMBER 15
Space is still available on a number of Penn Abroad programs including:
Leuven, Belgium
Prague, Czech Republic Lyon, France Paris, France
ITHAKA SEMESTER IN GREECE
Oaxaca, Mexico
Madrid (ICADE), Spain
Stockholm, Sweden

THE SMARTEST PEOPLE AT PENN ARE OUR MEMBERS
They joined our club because they wanted to join the best club in the area.
Friendly, pleasant and clean. You'll never be abused by fast-talking, high-pressure sales.
The smart people put their money on winners.

MORGAN STANLEY
Invites you to learn about Career Opportunities in our Credit Department
Information Session:
DATE: November 10, 1993
Check with your Placement Office for time and location.
By JED WALENTAS
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**NEW RESTAURANT SEEKS REFERENCES**

**PINN STUDENT AGENCIES**

Plese indicate preference lor Center 255 S. 38th Street.

**PARTTIME FOOD SERVERS.**

AM and PM hours available. Ex-...
W. Tennis duo makes semifinals

BY JEFF WIELAND
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